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Aquatic Solutions Conference
on electrical actuated underwater applications
The Aquatic Solutions Conference (ASC) is a nonprofit international conference dedicated to the
advancement of the professional and technical understanding of underwater solutions focusing on
electrical actuators. By providing an independent platform, the ASC is able to generate a strong network
where science and practice meet to find real solutions for real challenges.
The conference combines both academia and maritime industry professionals to discuss their current
issues as well as look into the ever-changing technologies available to meet future requirements.
Participants from the Maritime industry and Maritime Research Institutions will seek and discuss
opportunities for further development of electrical actuated underwater applications. Some of the
application areas covered include:






Offshore / Oil & Gas
Environmental Research and Cleaning
Inspection and Maintenance
Search and Rescue
Entertainment

This year, the Aquatic Solutions Conference will be held on May 3rd in New Orleans, LA, co-located with
the XPONENTIAL (AUVSI) Show. The conference provides academicians and industry professionals the
opportunity to explore, share and discuss new ways for underwater challenges.
maxon motor and DFKI
maxon motor and DFKI join forces to enhance the state of technology in this field of application. Both
industry and academia profit from a closer collaboration and exchange of experience and technology.
Based on our expertise, maxon and DFKI decided to organize an independent platform to merge these
groups and explore today’s solutions and future possibilities. Within this platform, participants will:






Learn about new Maritime technologies and the solutions that exist for challenging
applications
Network with others in the industry to develop partnerships to promote growth
Work together to define specific standards
Improve your knowledge of the current market trends in the industry
Connect with the leading research institutions and industry players

For more information and registration, visit www.asc-conference.org
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